* Coming January 2, 2018 on-line
subsequent filings for Criminal cases
(Felony & Misdemeanor)

A Single e-Filing Portal Across Multiple
California Courts
courts in real-time, from anywhere — 24-hours a day, seven days a week. This highly automated

Odyssey eFileCA breaks the
constraints of traditional
filing with:

system provides attorneys the opportunity to transition from an inefficient, paper-based process

•

Odyssey eFileCA enables attorneys to automatically file documents across multiple California
®

™

24/7 filing and access to

to a streamlined, Web-based e-filing system. Odyssey eFileCA reduces the cost and manpower

electronically filed documents

needed to print, copy, store, deliver and file legal documents, resulting in increased efficiencies

via a secure, user-friendly

and productivity, and allowing attorneys more time to focus on other critical tasks.

Web portal
•

Powerful Features

of delivery

Streamline filing processes and reduce reliance on paper with the eFileCA solution that provides:
•

•

Instant access to electronically filed and stamped copies of documents once approved by
24-hour filing, seven days a week eliminates the need to go to court, stand in line or
process paperwork

•

Access to electronically filed case documents and electronic filings via one centralized
location in the system

•

Electronically serve all interested parties in the case and receive online tracking information
via email provides fast and easy verification

•

Easily generate an audit trail as well as logs and reports that represent your firm’s filings,
and sort reports based on primary parties, date range and document type

•

Pay statutory court fees online and generate relevant financial reports based upon case type,
date range and primary parties

•

Receive optional status notifications by email for filings submitted, filings accepted, filings
rejected, service undeliverable, and/or filing submission failed

•

Submit multiple documents in one envelope, eliminating the need for separate submissions
Send required preliminary and/or courtesy copies instantly

•

Eliminate printing, copying, packaging and delivery of paper documents

•

Cut out courier costs for document delivery

Odyssey eFileCA streamlines the filing process across multiple California courts. eFileCA
improves tracking and reporting, and saves valuable time and paper. Start e-filing today!
Learn more at www.eFileCA.com.
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for each pleading
•

Instant access to file stamped
copies of filings

the court saves time and costs
•

Online tracking and proof

